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Abstract—This paper presents a novel method for automatic red
light runner detection on a video, which is fundamentally different
from the concept of conventional red light camera systems. In prin-
ciple, it extracts the state of the traffic lights and vehicle motions
without any physical or electronic interconnections to the traffic
light control system or the buried loop detectors. Purely from the
video, the new method first constructs a traffic light sequence and
then it estimates vehicle motions beyond the stop line while the light
is red. In the former, the spatial and temporal relationships of indi-
vidual traffic lights are utilized. In the latter, the concept of virtual
loop detector has been introduced to emulate the physical loop de-
tectors. A prototype was implemented based on this method and
was tested in a number of field trials. The results show that the
new method is able to detect multiple red light runners in mul-
tiple lanes. It is also capable of tolerating a number of hostile but
realistic situation such as: 1) minimum number of traffic light; 2)
pseudomotions due to shadows; 3) poor contrast; 4) pedestrian mo-
tions; and 5) turning vehicles.

Index Terms—Motion estimation, red light camera, traffic light
detection, video analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE of the major threats to road safety is reckoned to
be posted by drivers disobeying the traffic signals at

signalized junctions. Statistics from many countries showed
that a high percentage of serious road accidents occurred at
road junctions, and a high percentage of these are due to drivers
disobeying or “running” the red light [1]. According to Baguley
[2], not all of these “red light runners” (RLR) run the light
deliberately. Disregarding their motives or circumstances, they
undoubtedly put the lives of the other road users and pedestrians
at risk, including their own, unnecessarily. Aiming to deter red
light running, imaging, photographic, and sensor technologies
have been developed and integrated for detecting the violation
in action and taking photographic records of the incident.
This effort resulted in a class of systems called the red light
camera (RLC), which operates in conjunction with the traffic
light control circuit and inductive loop detectors (ILD) buried
under the surface of the road at the junction [3]–[7]. Indeed, all
RLC available nowadays share this common methodology. For
instance, the Gatsometer RLC 36 series [8], AutoPatrol RL-200
[9], Driver Safety Systems RED EYE 77 [10], Zellweger
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MULTAFOT [11] and Control Technologies REDGUARD [12]
all stem from the same concept. In essence, such system must
be electronically connected to the traffic light control system
and the ILD buried under the road surface, usually beyond the
stop line. It is typically mounted on a post at some distance from
the junction, with a recording camera viewing from behind the
traffic direction. The field of view (FOV) of the camera must
include at least one traffic light (typically two), the junction and
the vehicle’s license number for prosecution. The additional
functions of the system are: 1) handling signals from the traffic
light and ILD; 2) activating the camera; and 3) recording other
relevant information of the offence. When the traffic light is red
and the ILD sense the presence of vehicle(s) on either lane, the
camera will be triggered to take two photographs of about 1 s
apart. The first photo shows the vehicle entering the junction
beyond the stop line, and the second photo depicts the vehicle
leaving the junction. Detailed information such as date, time,
camera identity, lane number, red light duration, and detection
identity will also be printed on the photographs for future
reference.

At present, many RLC systems are gradually adopting digital
technologies for recording, transmission, and pattern recogni-
tion. The DSS RED EYE 77 system [10] employs digital cam-
eras, digital tapes and WORM CD to replace the conventional
camera and film. Image data may be coded and transmitted
over high-speed ISDN lines to a center, where optical character
recognition may be carried out to produce citations automati-
cally. On the other hand, AutoPatrol RL-200 [9] supports inde-
pendent video monitoring and recording of the junction traffic
24 h/day or according to a predetermined schedule. In this case,
the functionality of the RLC and the video recording are com-
pletely independent. Similarly, the REDGUARD [12] system
is able to detect red light violation in a conventional way and
record the event with a video camera.

In summary, no matter how the RLC technology evolves, its
fundamental principle remains immobile, inflexible and expen-
sive, because of the use of the ILD and traffic light signals.
To improve the effectiveness of deterring red light running, the
RLC principle must be redefined. One possible approach is to
apply video technology and video analysis techniques appro-
priately, as video contains a large amount of spatial and tem-
poral information that have not been fully exploited so far. Fur-
thermore, video technology and video analysis theories are ma-
turing rapidly. They together present a tremendous opportunity
for research and development of a new approach here. In theory,
humans can detect RLR easily by visually inspecting the loca-
tion of the vehicle(s) with respect to the stop line at the junction
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TABLE I
FOUR STATES OF A TRAFFIC LIGHT (ON = LIGHT ON; OFF= LIGHT OFF)

and the state of the traffic light. The question is how this can be
automated using video analysis techniques. Therefore, it is our
intention to study and exploit this possibility in this paper and
propose a solution to the above problem using traffic light de-
tection and motion estimation techniques.

In this paper, we present a novel method that performs
automatic RLR detection on the traffic video without needing
any signals from the traffic light system or the ILD. The new
method primarily tackles the problem at two stages: 1) it
detects and constructs a traffic light sequence at the junction
and 2) it estimates vehicle motions beyond the stop line,
while the light is red. The traffic light sequence detection first
locates all the traffic lights in the FOV by searching for all
the red/yellow/green regions with aspect ratio close to unity
and similar sizes. The spatial relationship between the lights is
utilized to eliminate other regions, while the light’s temporal
relationship is used to improve the confidence of the former
decision and to construct the light sequence. As there may be
more than one traffic light under the FOV, the traffic light with
the largest dimension, i.e., closest to the camera, is then chosen
for all the subsequent analysis. This method is developed to
replace the traffic light control signal. The detection of vehicle
motion beyond the stop line is built on a direction-biased
motion estimation algorithm. In this case, direction-biased
three-step search algorithm is developed upon the concept of
virtual loop detectors (VLD). The concept of VLD permits
regions to be defined on the video that can emulate the function
of the physical ILD. By defining these VLD beyond the stop
line, their motions along the road direction may be estimated.
In principle, motions due to pedestrians, turning vehicles and
shadows may be differentiated according to their motion vec-
tors. Based on this method, a prototype has been implemented
and evaluated using a number of traffic junction videos taken
under different outdoor conditions, including one with the
video camera mounted on an existing RLC post. In all our
evaluations, the method identified all the RLR correctly. We
also observed that the new method is capable of tolerating a
number of hostile but realistic situations: 1) minimum number
of traffic light; 2) pseudomotions due to shadows; 3) poor
contrast; 4) pedestrian motions; and 5) turning vehicles.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II an-
alyzes the problem of red light runner detection. Section III
overviews the new methodology by outlining the assumptions
and its functional components. Section IV details the algorithms
developed for the functional components with illustrative exam-
ples. Section V presents the results of a field trial and discusses

the performance of the methodology. This paper is concluded in
Section VI.

II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

In general, a traffic light consists of three separate lights in
red, yellow, andgreenspatially aligned vertically from top to
bottom in this order. As it is likely that there will be similar red,
yellow, and green objects in the FOV, the first task in detecting
the traffic lights is to isolate the lights from a multitude of similar
color regions. Of the three colors, it is observed thatgreenis the
most difficult to isolate because of its variation in shape, and
the presence of similar green regions such as trees and bushes
around a typical junction. Therefore, it would probably be more
efficient if the detection starts with thered andyellow.

In addition to the spatial relationship as described, there is
also a temporal relationship governing the traffic lights. This se-
quence used in Hong Kong is illustrated in Table I. The duration
of the and signals are normally fixed to 3 s in each itera-
tion, while the duration of the and signals may be varied
manually or automatically. The argument for utilizing this tem-
poral relationship in the detection is that outdoor environment
is hostile. For instance, any sudden change in the ambient light
level may affect the brightness of the lights, especially thegreen
light and may introduce ambiguity. Therefore, tracking the light
sequence would probably provide a more stable and robust so-
lution.

By law, each entrance to a junction or a crossing must have
a stop line, which is a thick solid white line across the entrance
to the junction. As depicted in Fig. 1(a), each stop line spans
across all the lanes in one direction. Vehicles must stop behind
this line when the light isred. Therefore, the presence of the
stop line serves as a good reference. However, stop lines on city
roads are often broken, variable width and have poor contrast
with the road color.

The prohibited zone can be weakly defined as the area be-
tween the entrance and the exit of a junction, bounded by the
stop lines (Fig. 1). In general, this zone is only prohibited when
the light isred. Conventional RLC requires the ILD to be buried
in this zone. For detecting RLR on multiple lanes, each lane
must be installed a separate set of ILD. In some interactive vi-
sual traffic surveillance systems [13], [14], instead of using ILD,
one or more detection areas are drawn manually inside the pro-
hibited zone. The questions are thus concerned with the detec-
tion area size, number and how the allocation can be achieved
automatically.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Stop lines and prohibited zone. (b) Real stop line and prohibited
zone.

Vehicle motion estimation is one area that has been attempted
by many in the past [15]–[23]. Most approaches perform two
functions: vehicle extraction and motion estimation/tracking.
To estimate the trajectories of moving vehicles, edge detection
[17], straight-line approximation [18], region growing [19],
block-based motion estimation [19], background extraction
[20] or interactive mask specification [21] have all been
reported. They share some common traits. First, most cases
including the conventional RLC assumed the camera optical
axis is approximately in parallel with the road direction without
occlusion. Second, the computation complexity of extraction
and motion estimation is usually high.

III. N EW RED LIGHT VIDEO METHODOLOGY

Let us first assume that the video camera is mounted on a 3-m
post and located about 10 m from the junction. Its FOV covers
multiple lanes in one traveling direction leading to the junction
and must have the view of at least one traffic light at the junction.
The camera settings are assumed to be fixed, without pan, tilt, or
zoom actions. It is also assumed that the camera operates under
normal day light and road conditions. The road direction and the
number of lanes are assumed knowna priori.

A functional block diagram of the RLV methodology is de-
picted in Fig. 2. With reference to Fig. 2, the digital video is first
analyzed by the traffic light sequence detection (TLSD), which
consists of two subfunctions. The first one is the traffic light de-
tection that locates the spatial coordinates of the centers of the
lights. In practice, this detection requires multiple frames as the
different colored lights appear at different time. Once the co-
ordinates of the lights are calculated, the set of lights with the
largest dimension is chosen, from which the light sequence is
constructed in the second subfunction. The traffic light is then
continually monitored and the light sequence updated over the
entire video. The values output from the light sequence con-
struction are , , , and .

Second, the input video is simultaneously analyzed by the ve-
hicle motion estimation (VME), which consists of three sub-
functions namely: stop line detection (SLD), virtual loop detec-
tors assignment (VLDA) and direction-biased motion estima-
tion (DME). In theory, SLD only needs one frame for the detec-
tion, at the initialization stage. However, if the detected line is
too short, this may be repeated for the next few frames until a
reasonably long line is detected. From the stop line, the VLDA
defines a number of VLD within the prohibited zone and near
the stop line. The standard block-based motion estimation used
in video coding is performed on the VLD along the road direc-
tion. The number of VLD initially assigned is dependent on the
size of the prohibited zone and the VLD. However, there may be
redundant VLD in this set and computation could be prohibitive
if motion estimation is performed on all of them. Therefore, a
reduction scheme is adopted based on the mean and standard
deviation of the motion vectors (MV) across a small number
of frames with vehicle motions. Only those with MV along the
road direction and have magnitude larger than the mean and
small standard deviation are retained.

Given a set of VLD, the knowledge of the road direction and
a signal from the TLSD, the DME estimates the motions
of the VLD between two consecutive frames. This approach at-
tempts to find the best match in terms of mean-absolute-differ-
ence in the forward direction of the road only, for each VLD.
The estimated MV are then considered corporately for deter-
mining whether they together represent a moving vehicle. The
criteria employed here are that if more than half of the MV are
larger than half of the mean MV of their corresponding VLD,
and are in the direction of the road, then they represent a moving
vehicle. This implies a vehicle is moving in the prohibited zone
while the light is red or an RLR. The first frame satisfying the
criteria marks the beginning of the violation event. The search
continues for the next pair of frames until one of the criteria is
not satisfied, which marks the end of the event. Fig. 3 illustrates
the event flow of the method.

IV. A LGORITHMIC DETAILS

A. Traffic Light Detection

In traffic light detection, a number of possible approaches
may be adopted. The common one would be to use edge de-
tectors. The brightness of the traffic light should enable it to be
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Fig. 2. Functional block diagram of the RLV methodology.

Fig. 3. Edge-detected traffic light.

detected with reasonable ease. However, it would be difficult
to first ensure that the edge points representing a traffic light is
a close boundary. Second, it is further processing is required to
identify the location of the light out of the usually complex edge
map (Fig. 3). On the other hand, region detection allows color
to be taken into account. Besides, region detection always ends
up with closed regions, which require no further processing. For
this reason, our approach focuses on the detection of colored re-
gions.

Let us assume that the video consists of color images,, at
time is defined in the hue–saturation–brightness (HSV) space
as given by (1)

(1)

where denotes the image spatial coordinates and
, , denote the hue, saturation,

and brightness components, respectively, which can be calcu-
lated from the RGB components as follows [24]:

(2)

If , then becomes meaningless. If
then . The white, red, yellow, and

green regions are defined as follows:

White region :

and (3a)
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Fig. 4. Traffic light detection. (a) Red. (b) Yellow. (c) Green. (d) Final.

Red region :

and (3b)

Yellow region :

and (3c)

Green region :

and (3d)

where , and are threshold values; are connected
regions that , for all and that and

. For instance, hue for red, yellow and green are
0, and , respectively. The reason for defining the color
range using values such as, or in (3) is that because in
outdoor environment, color may appear slightly different from
its predefined value, and therefore, allowing for small variations
helps to accommodate the nonideal situation. The use ofand

also ensures that their effect on the size of the detected regions
is similar. In the actual implementation, we have
for and .

B. Traffic Light Sequence Detection

There are three steps in the traffic light detection. The first
step is to locate the position of thered lights. This is achieved
by using (3b) over a number of image frames. Assume that in
each frame, number ofred regions for
are detected from which the aspect ratio of is given by

width
height

(4)

where width and height denote the width and
height of , respectively. As some of thesered regions are
due to other objects in the FOV, this aspect ratio can be used to
discriminate them from the red lights by considering only those

with . is not exactly one as the images
are taken in perspective view.

The second step is to locate theyellow regions by (3c) in
a similar manner, where with
are retained for and is the number of
yellow regions detected. As thered and yellow lights are
spatially related and represent a potential traffic
light pair, if and only if: 1) is vertically and immedi-
ately below ; 2) width width ; and 3)
height height .

The third step is to locate thegreenlights using a different
approach because: 1) their brightness and contrast are usually
low; 2) they possibly come in different size and shape; and 3)
many roadside objects are green too. For each potential traffic
light pair obtained from the second step, a region is estimated
vertically below theyellow light with center-to-center distance
being the same as thered–yellowpair, and of the same size.
Within this region,greensubregions are searched using(3d). If
greensubregions are found, a complete traffic light

is detected, where denotes the th
traffic light in the frame. In the rare circumstances that the green
light cannot be found in the estimated region, the traffic light
pair will be discarded. From all the traffic lights found, the one
with the largest size, i.e., closest to the camera, is selected for
subsequent analysis. Fig. 4 depicts an example of traffic light
detection in the real world.

To construct the light sequence from the detected traffic light,
we compute the average brightness of the lights when they are
first detected

(5a)

(5b)

(5c)

where , and are the size of thered, yellowandgreen
regions. At frame , the average brightness of the lights ,
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, and are computed using (6), from which the state
of the traffic light is calculated as

Red
otherwise,

(6a)

Yellow
otherwise,

(6b)

Green
otherwise.

(6c)

C. Vehicle Motion Estimation

It should be noted that the stop line only needs to be detected
once. As the camera parameters are fixed during the operation,
the location of the stop line is fixed, which is used to define the
locations of the virtual loops. As it is not used for subsequent
analysis, even if the stop line is blocked by vehicles, it imposes
no restrictions to the detection of RLR. To detect the stop line,
many detection and segmentation methods may be employed.
In general, a frame where the stop line is not obstructed must
be obtained first. This usually would be a background frame
obtained from background estimation methods [22]. From the
background, edge detection, or region detection as described by
(3) may be used. The difficulties in using edge detection is sim-
ilar to the traffic light detection, although in this case, the stop
line is expected to have an additional length feature that would
probably help in the detection accuracy. However, the number of
edge points could be large without color discrimination. There-
fore, it is also appears that detecting white regions would elimi-
nate the other colored features first. The thinning of the regions
and Hough transform may well be applied on the edge map too
(Fig. 5).

In our case, the white regions are detected using (3a),
for , where is number of white regions de-
tected. Then, the detected regions are thinned and trans-
formed to the space using Hough transform from which the
length and orientation of the thinned regions (lines)
are calculated from the intersecting points. The stop line is de-
termined as the line satisfying the conditions: and

where is the road direction, which
can be estimated from the direction of motions of the vehicles in
an image sequence. This detects the longest line that sustains the
largest angular deviation from the road direction as part of the
stop line, as it is 90to the road direction in the real world coor-
dinate. Once identified, the stop line is extended across the FOV
to eliminate any possible discontinuities along the line (Fig. 6).

Let us define the VLD in frame as blocks given by
for , where is the number of VLD

in the frame and is the spatial coordinates of the VLD
center. The initial assignment of these VLD starts from the stop
line at the bottom left-hand corner in the prohibited zone. The
prohibited zone is bounded by the stop line and two lines in the
road direction that intersect the stop line and the traffic lights
as depicted in Fig. 7(a). The fourth line of the prohibited zone
is not defined here. The advantage of this is that the number of
VLD can be extended right into the junction to take into account
of turning vehicles. However, here is apparently no upper bound

Fig. 5. Edge-detected stop line.

to , where is chosen based on and the number of lanes
knowna priori. If the junction has a large number of lanes,
may become very large. Similarly, is inversely proportional
to . Typically, is found to be between 100 and 200. The
cases of , and , are depicted
in Fig. 7(b) and (c). The difference between the two cases is that
for , the VLD are bigger and are further away from
the stop line. For , the VLD are smaller. It is observed
that should not be larger than 15 because largetends to
exaggerate the panning out effect and result in poor match. On
the other hand, should not be too small either as
increases with small causing an increase in computing delay.

In the event that the number of VLD is too large or some
of the VLD are assigned outside the road (e.g., pavement), the
following reduction approach is used. For an image sequence of

frames with vehicles passing the junction and assuming that
there is only translation motion between consecutive frames,
and , the mean-absolute-difference(MAD) of the th VLD
is given by

MAD

(7a)

(7b)

where denotes theth VLD in frame centered at
, is the image of frame and ,

, where is the search range andis a
constrained search angle. The values ofand are dependent
on the camera view, frame rate and the maximum allowable ve-
hicle speed of the road. From (7), the motion vector of theth
VLD is calculated as

(8)
The mean and standard deviation of the motion vectors’ mag-
nitude and orientation of the th VLD are computed
over as follows:

(9a)
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Fig. 6. Region based stop line detection.

Fig. 7. Initial assignment of VLD.

(9b)

(9c)

(9d)

To select the final set of VLD for vehicle motion estimation,
all the initial VLD are examined as follows. First, those VLD
having their mean orientation not in the road direction are dis-
carded. Second, the remaining VLD with large orientation stan-
dard deviation are also be discarded. Finally, only those VLD
with large mean magnitude and small magnitude standard de-
viation are selected into the final set for subsequent estimation.
Fig. 8 depicts these chosen VLD divided into two groups for
two lanes.

To estimate vehicle motions in the junction, we first compute
the motion vectors over the VLD set, as depicted

in Fig. 6. For detecting red light runners, we have the following
conditions for each VLD:

and

otherwise.
(10)

If then a red light runner is detected in that
lane, where is the number of final VLD per lane. In essence,
if its MV magnitude is larger than half of the mean MV magni-
tude calculated previously and its direction is aligned with the
road direction, then it is possible that part of a vehicle moves
over this VLD. If more than half of the VLD satisfy this condi-
tion, then a moving vehicle is declared. It should be pointed out
that the VLD do not differentiate whether their detected motion
is due to vehicles actually passing over them, or due to move-
ment of other kinds such as moving shadow. This explains why
the criteria of must be at least half of the mean
magnitude (to eliminate motion due to shadow) and its direction
must be approximately in the direction of the road (to eliminate
pedestrian motion). On the other hand, if the motion is due to
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Fig. 8. Final VLD set (ten for left lane, eight for right lane).

Fig. 9. Red light runner truck.

vehicles not on the road (e.g., moving vehicle on the pavement),
this method will fail to detect the difference and the result will
become a false alarm. As vehicles normally do not drive on the
pavement, the percentage of false alarm due to this is believed
to be small.

V. TRIALS AND RESULTS

A prototype was implemented based on the above method-
ology. The hardware comprises of a commodity 3CCD digital
video camera, frame grabber and a Pentium PC. The software
was written in that operates on a 640 480 true color video
at 11 frames/s. The number of initial VLD, , used was 100
and the VLD block size was 15 and the final set of VLD was
depicted in Fig. 8.

The trial site is a typical cross junction in Hong Kong with
two lanes in each direction, where a conventional RLC post has
been installed. The new prototype was mounted on the camera
post, without any connections to the traffic light control system
or the ILD. The trial was conducted on a sunny afternoon where
shadow from a nearby tree is evident, and the shadows of ve-
hicles falling onto adjacent lanes were also detected. After the

prototype was setup, it was left running for 40 min without in-
terruption. The whole event was recorded on tape for off-line in-
spection. During the 40 minutes, the traffic lights have changed
20 times and 506 vehicles have passed through the junction.
Under normal circumstances, there should be three traffic lights
visible under the FOV. However, two of the lights were out of
order on the day. The prototype detected the traffic light on the
left and used it to build the light sequence. During the trial,
the traffic light changed a number of times where fast and slow
moving vehicles of all kinds were seen using the junction, e.g.,
container trucks, fire engines, private cars, scooters, vans, and
medium-size goods truck. There were also pedestrians crossing
the road, empty handed or pushing a cart. Over this period, two
red light runners were detected and these were confirmed by vi-
sual inspection. The correction detection rate was 100% and the
missing rate is 0% with no false alarm.

Fig. 9 depicts one of the cases of red light running by a truck.
It should be noted that there was only one traffic light visible,
the contrast of the stop line is poor due to the tree shadow, and
the tree shadow caused pseudomotion because of an unexpected
breeze. Even under these conditions, the stop line was detected
as in Fig. 6 and a set of VLD was reduced as depicted in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10. Red light runner sequence.

Fig. 11. Pedestrian pushing a cart while crossing the road.

The RLR was correctly identified and the information on its
instantaneous speed and the detected time (3.46 s after the light
turned red) was also recorded. The image on the left depicts
the truck driving clearly beyond the stop line while the light is
red. Off-line inspection of the video confirmed that the truck
continued to turn left and exited the junction while the light was
still red. Fig. 10 depicts the image sequence of this event.

Fig. 11 depicts a case of a pedestrian crossing the road while
pushing a cart, and a vehicle crossed over the stop line, but had
stopped. The pedestrian with the cart in fact appears as a large
object that is moving beyond the stop line. However, this is not
considered a RLR as the method is able to differentiate it from

other vehicles, using the motion vector direction. For the ve-
hicle stopped beyond the stop line, as it did not have any mo-
tion, the method did not consider it a RLR. Apart from this sce-
nario, there were other pedestrians crossing the road and ve-
hicles turning left or right legitimately. The method performed
correctly and robustly.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented a novel and effective
method for detecting red light runners in this paper. A number
of features have been observed. First, without needing any
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Fig. 12. Sequence of Fig. 11.

connections to the traffic light and buried loop detectors, this
method offers a mobile, robust, and cost-effective solution.
One of our other trials was to have the prototype mounted on
a camera tripod located by the roadside. The set up process
was simple and fast, while the correct detection rate was again
100%, 0% missing rate with no false alarm. Second, the new
method provides more than ten frames of the RLR incident
as compared with only two photos in the RLC. It provides an
exact record of the event over time. This is also advantageous
if automatic license plate recognition is to be performed. Third,
the video analysis concept employed in the new method can
be further developed into a multifunctional architecture where
other traffic parameters may be calculated or estimated, e.g.,
vehicle speed and count, which is partially demonstrated in the
prototype.

From the trial results, we also observed that the new method
is able to cope with a number of hostile but realistic situations.
First, it handles the traffic light detection very well under min-
imum condition. With only one traffic light in view, the method
detected it and built the light sequence from it. Second, it deals
with the pseudomotions and poor contrast due to the tree shadow
appropriately and adequately. Such pseudomotions were the re-
sult of tree movement, which affected the accuracy of the motion
vectors. However, this is tolerated by using the motion estima-
tion criteria. The poor contrast has adverse effect on the stop line
detection and the virtual loop detectors assignment. The trial re-
sults showed that as long as the stop line is there, it can be de-
tected even under such adverse condition. Third, the scenario of
pedestrian crossing the road is correctly handled by the method.
In the incident of a pedestrian pushing a cart while crossing the
road, a number of VLD would have been affected because of
their locations on the crossing. Constraining the vehicle motion

vectors to be along the road direction simply eliminates the pos-
sibility of miscounting pedestrian motion as vehicle motion.
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